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Pinwheel Decorations
SUPPLIES:
Wilson sucker sticks 8" long
2 coordinating Nashville Wraps giftwrap
Plastic red pony beads (found in jewelry making aisle of craft stores)
6" red metallic Nashville Wraps twist ties
Red jingle bells
Spray adhesive
Instructions:
1. Cut an approximately 6" square from each giftwrap pattern. In a well-vented area (preferably outside) spray
the back side of one of the squares of giftwrap with adhesive.
2. Press the 2 giftwraps together creating a double-sided wrap.
3. Cut the paper into a 5" square.
4. From each corner make a 2 1/2" diagonal cut toward the center forming four triangles, leaving an area
in the center of the square uncut.
5. With a craft knife carefully cut a small hole (large enough to fit a twist tie) in the center.
6. Punch a hole in the left-hand point of each triangle.
7. String a jingle bell onto the center of the red twist tie and twist to tighten.
8. Thread wire ends clockwise through each triangle hole, then through the center hole.
9. Tightly wrap wire ends around lollipop stick, 1/2" from end.
10. Thread red bead onto lollipop stick. If needed, dab with hot glue.
It is now ready to adorn a package or gift bag!
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT AN ORNAMENT....
11. Take a separate twist tie and twist together ends to create a loop.
12. Loop through stick and pinwheel to create a loop to hang pinwheel on Christmas tree.
To create other sizes of pinwheels, simply change the dimensions. A larger pinwheel would be made
from a 6"square, with the diagonal cuts being 3". To create a smaller pinwheel, make a 4" square with
2" diagonal cuts. On smaller pinwheels you will also need to cut the sucker stick to make the pinwheel
proportionate to the stick.

